Junior-Senior Banquets
1934
One of the most outstanding social event!
the school year took place when the Junior C
entertained the Seniors at a “Flight Dinner’
March 5 in the dining room of the Northw
School. The Junior Class carried out an
Flight” theme.
The tables arranged in the shape of airpla
were beautifully decorated in the Senior C
colors-violet and silver-with violet candles
center bouquets of narcissus, the Senior C
flower. Streamers of violet and silver f
center lights, suggestive of chandeliers, lent
air of festivity to the impressive setting. I
suggestive of a plane and the flight were clev
carried out in the programs and menu.
The program, under the direction of Miss
Hughbanks and Miss Lydia Dahlen, Class Ad
ers, was as follows:
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“Contact”
Orchest
“Flight Commander”
Burnett Bergeso
The T a k e Off”
Laura Hanso
“The Flight”
Agatha Olso
“The Drone of the Three Impulses”
Junior Tr
“The Steward”
Noel Hanso
“The Passenger”
Orville Erickso
“TheScream o n the Wires”
Arthur Anderson, Clarence Skare
The Co-Pilot”
Frederick Reita
“The Pilot”
M r . J . W . Mlin
“Air Waves”
Miss Katherine Henn
The Commander-in-Chief
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The gymnasium with its blue sky, moon
stars formed a most appropriate “landing f i
for the end of the “flight.” A silver and
f ence surrounding the field with a beacon
and a replica of a hangar in which the five-p
orchestra was seated, further carried out
“flight theme.”
A grand march under the direction of
Retta Bede opened the program dance and ga
at this “airport.” The grand march was led
Burnett Bergeson and Laura Hanson Noel
son and Joyce Stamnes; Fred Reitan and I
Holst George Kersting and Olive Steen, off
of the Junior class. The grand march ende
the formation of the letter M with the gu
singing the “Minnesota Rouser,” after whichlocomotive cheer was led by Burnett Berg
and Noel Hanson.
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